80 deviation, quartiles or statistical tests) and also, for each action, green or black zones providing 81 visual information about the accuracy of the realized actions. ViSiElse offers a new solution for 82 data reliability and transparency with the visualization of a complete raw dataset in a single 83 graph.
84
In this paper, we provide a step-by-step presentation of ViSiElse main features. We 85 describe how to set up data to create a ViSiElse plot, how to custom this plot to get a clear view 86 of the individuals' actions, and how to add time limits or statistical indicators. As a supporting 87 example, we use a simulated dataset of the actions performed on a typical day. Then we compare 88 ViSiElse with other raw data visualization tools. Finally, we describe different applications and 89 discuss the range of ViSiElse possible uses.
90
The online supplementary material contains complete data, and R code to reproduce the 91 following presented results (https://github.com/CEPOI/ViSiElse/tree/master/Example).
92
93 Methods
94
The first step in ViSiElse's routine is to define the process of the observed behavior, 95 build the dataset and then create an R object, the ViSibook. 
108
Once the list of elementary action is established, they should be classified as punctual or 109 long. A punctual action is an action with no duration, or not lasting long enough to be measured 110 regarding the time scale of the studied behavior. A long action is an action having duration 111 defined by two punctual actions, one for its beginning, and one for its ending. For example, the 112 action "sleep" is long-it lasts at least a few hours-while the action "wake up" is punctual-it 113 usually only takes seconds or a few minutes. We can also add new actions like the long action 114 "working" which is delimited by the two punctual actions "start working" and "stop working".
115
Finally, to have a linear process, actions should be chronologically sorted and numbered.
116 If two actions are happening simultaneously, we suggest randomly ranking them. Not attributing 117 a rank is only relevant when the interest of a punctual action is purely to define a long one. Non-118 ranked action will not be plotted. 257 plotting the mean and standard deviation (see Fig 3) or the median with the first and third 258 quartiles (see Fig 1) . Four raw data visualization tools are evaluated based on the characteristics that best represent time series of actions. The ease of use refers to the complexity required to create the graph: combination of graphs (violin + scatter plot), data manipulation (heatmap) or additional information (ViSiElse).
